
DART CONNECT
THE POWER OF DATASCAN ON YOUR OWN DEVICES
Conducting store inventory counts can be expensive, inconvenient and logistically 
challenging when utilizing a 3rd party inventory counting provider. Datascan offers a better 
solution. Our DART Connect program allows you to take advantage of the powerful features 
in our counting software on your own devices - simple as that!

DART Connect is perfect for:

Convenience
No waiting for scanners to arrive 

at your stores.  The counting 
program is loaded and ready to 

go on your own devices.

More frequent counting
Perfect for more frequent 

counts, like cycle and category 
counting. With our program on 
your devices, you’re ready to 

scan anytime.

Catastrophic events
Quickly take stock of your store 

merchandise after a disaster 
strikes, without worrying about 

logistical delays.

Replacement equipment
Use your own devices as a 
backup while scanners are 

charging or while waiting for 
equipment to arrive in store.

Temporary labor
Bring in extra labor to help with 

your count, without the need for 
additional scanners. 

Auditing
Begin auditing earlier using 

your devices while all rented 
scanners are in use.

Any combination of DART scanners, 
DART Connect for Android phones and 
DART Connect for Zebra devices can be 
used to count any of your stores at any 
time with Datascan.



DART Connect delivers all the 
power of Datascan’s proven 
self-scan inventory solution, 
with the ease and flexibility 
to count whenever you want, 
using the people and devices 
you already have. 

Contact us to learn how you can 
take control of your inventory 
process and save time and 
money with DART Connect.

www.datascan.com

HOW IT WORKS
Simply install Datascan’s DART Connect counting software on your Android or Zebra devices. 
When it’s time to count, you already have everything you need. The process is quicker, easier 
and more convenient. DART Connect reduces the cost of logistics by eliminating the need for 
additional equipment - plus there is no waiting on a 3rd party inventory counting provider to 
implement the process.

All of Datascan’s powerful features are available on your devices. You can perform inventory, 
detail audit, external audit and MOS counts from one device. Review, modify or delete 
counted merchandise immediately, and use the DART web portal or DART Insight app to 
monitor your count in real time.

DEVICE REQUIREMENTS
Supported devices must meet the following criteria:

 n OS: Android 4.4 or later (TLS 1.2 Required)

 n Processor: 800Hz, Single Core, Multi-Core is recommended

 n Flash Size: APK (>15MB), SKU DB (Varies by client 10MB-400MB)

 n WIFI/Cellular: Required.

 n RAM: >500MB

 n Barcode Scan Engine: 2D Imagers or 1D Scan Engines

EMPLOYEE LOGIN
Track productivity 
by employee

MULTIPLE ROLES
Perform all tasks on 
one device

DETAILED SCANS
Easily view current 
and last 5 scans


